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Clemson’s Past Digitized
The Future of Archival Access

Scott Dutkiewicz | Charlotte Grubbs | Janice Prater | Jessica Serrao
Metadata and Monographic Resources Team

This project createdand applied a 
controlled vocabulary of local subject 
headings to items in the Clemson University 
Historical Images Online. Because of their 
visual nature and importance to Clemson 
history, the images needed enhanced 
description to provide additional access 
points. 

Decisions were user-informed based on 
researcher questions fielded by Clemson 
University Libraries’ Special Collections and 
Archives.

Digital collections at Clemson Libraries 
expand archival access into the digital realm. 
In the future, online collections may 
become the first entry point into the 
archives. With this comes challenges for 
library employees who describe items to 
improve access and discovery–now and into 
the future. 

THE PROJECT

1. Library of Congress Authorities not 
sufficient for local researcher needs - few 
local names, events, and topics. 

2. Existing local subjects not controlled, 
leading to inconsistencies.

3. Unwieldy local subject faceted list could 
overwhelm researchers.

4. Minimal guidelines on how to create, 
format, and apply local subjects.

Who or what is important enough to 
receive a local subject?

How broad or narrow should they be?
When do you apply narrow local subject 

vs. broad LC Authorities?

CHALLENGES

Solutions
1. Normalized existing local subject 

headings - deduplicated, fixed 
inconsistencies, deleted/broadened 
certain terms.

2. Implemented controlled vocabulary of 
local subject headings.

3. Created more detailed guidelines to 
standardize formatting and provide 
criteria for creating local subjects.

4. Relied on cataloger judgment, 
experience, and knowledge of collection 
to create/apply subjects.

Continuing Challenges
➢Relating historic names to current names 

of buildings and departments.

➢Defining broadness of local subjects on 
case-by-case basis but also within and 
across all digital collections.

CONCLUSIONEXAMPLES

Images courtesy of Clemson University Libraries  
Special Collections and Archives, Clemson 
University Historical Images Online.
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How can a local subject serve all digital 
collections?

How do we find all images of a 
building by a single term?
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Presentation Notes
Overview of local subject headingsLocal subject headings came into existence for Clemson’s Digital Collections because of a need for access points to campus buildings in our Clemson University Historical Images collection. Special Collections and Archives realized there was no consistent and uniform way to search the digital collections for building names. This has since grown into other categories for local subjects based on the needs and requests Special Collections and Archives receive from patrons. These needs then inform the Metadata Team’s work with creating and applying local subjects to our collections. How local headings are applied We use CollectiveAccess as our metadata management system. Local headings are added to object records using a list of controlled vocabulary. New local headings can be added to this list as needed. This has created a more controlled and consistent application of local subjects.How we date photographsIf a photograph does not have a date, and it is pertinent to identifying the historic name used for a building, department, etc., we try to determine as closely as possible the date of the image based on context clues. For buildings in particular, we created a list of Clemson building names to reference. Each building entry contains date spans based on past research.Photo 1 - Personal name example of underrepresented peopleMess Hall photograph with Tom Littlejohn (ua100_002152)African Americans and other marginalized peoples are rarely identified in photographs. This is a lucky example of having Tom Littlejohn named. LCNAF will not have name authorities for locally significant and/or marginalized peoples. Local subjects are necessary for providing access points to these materials. Unfortunately, the other staff members in this image are not identified. We are currently discussing ways in which we can use LCSH or local subjects to better describe unnamed individuals while being cognizant of how groups of people want to be identified and what keywords researchers may want to use. Photo 2 - Chronology example with building namesMain Building photograph (ua100_002668)Main Building--now known as Tillman Hall--had multiple name iterations over time. MMRT first needed to identify the general time period to select the proper name of the building. This image had both names on back provided by Special Collections archivists. The cataloger had to decide which name to use based on the date of 1923 and the history of the building. Tillman Hall has an LCNAF. But, this photo dated to when it was still named Main Building, which does not have an LCNAF. We needed to create a local subject heading for Main Building. We are still exploring CollectiveAccess’s capabilities to document relationship between subject headings so that, if a researcher searches for Main Building, it will provide results for Tillman Hall.Photo 3 - Building name example of lost architectureJohnstone Hall photograph (UA100_001549)One building title, multiple annexes and wings lettered A-F. Lost architecture - Only A still exists. B-F wings have been torn down. MMRT chose not to drill down into local subject headings for each wing, just 1 Johnstone Hall to represent the whole building entity. We then added the wing letters into the title. This was one decision that reflects the need to provide useful subject headings but not overwhelm or confuse the researcher. An extremely long list of local subjects may be daunting to use, so we chose to use broader terms that can encompass more than one topic. A narrow local subject that points only to one item in our collection is not necessarily providing added value to the researcher. How local subjects are createdIn our Metadata Application Profile, we created guidelines for catalogers to follow when looking to create local subject headings. Reasons for Creating Local Subjects1.  The subject is not in Library of Congress Authorities (LCNAF or LCSH)2.  There is potential it will occur frequently within and across digital collections3.  The subject fits within currently approved local subject categories outlined below:      a.  Clemson University Buildings      b.  Personal names of local people (students, faculty, staff, other affiliates)      c.  Reoccurring campus and Clemson-specific events      d.  Clemson University units (colleges, schools, departments, centers, institutes)      e.  Clemson-specific organizations and groups (student organizations, clubs, class years, military groups, etc.)4.  *The subject does not fit within the above categories, but there is a strong use case for its creation:      a.  Users frequently request information on the subject      b.  It is a key subject, entity, or event in Clemson history with potential for future research interest.5.  *Local subject headings that meet Reason 4 must be approved by the metadata team lead and metadata librarian.

https://digitalcollections.clemson.edu/explore/collections/ua100/
https://digitalcollections.clemson.edu/explore/collections/ua100/
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